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Dedicated to improving mechanical site prep techniques.

What value can you put on a fast turnaround of plantation establishment?

Different management priorities in plantation forest areas throughout Australia have led to vastly 
different times taken to re establish a plantation after harvest. There are instances of up to three 
years from harvest to new seedlings being established.

However there is a standout example of bluegum turnaround near Hamilton in Victoria.  
Darian (Dash) Schulze, Silviculture Manager for PF Olsen in Victoria has been able to have sites 
established with a vigorous new stand of seedlings within six months of harvest with the likelihood 
of individual sites being established even more quickly depending on the time of harvest in 
relatision to the normal planting season.  To be able to do this consistently every year means 
massive savings.

This photo shows a stand of bluegums managed by PF Olsen near Hamilton Victoria, six months 
after harvest finished. Note the clean beds with the debris having been moved into the interow by a 
DAVEC Vee Rake.

Nuland Contractors, based 
in Hamilton, use a mounted 
coulter to cut the debris 
and then a Davec Pinwheel 
Vee Rake to move the 
debris out of the path of the 
plow. Debris free cultivation 
dramatically improves the 
consistency of seedling 
survival.
Being able to move fresh 
harvest residue off the 
plow line at minimum cost 
is a huge improvement 
over crushing the debris 
with a chopper roller and 
then waiting for it to break 
down. 

Chopper rolled debris can take years to break down enough to allow the site to be cultivated.
Time and again, frustrated foresters have to send in the plows before there is sufficient breakdown 
of debris. No matter how good the Savannah plow is, it can’t make a silk purse out of a sow’s ear.

The result is poor cultivation with consequently, poor seedling survival.
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What are the advantages of getting the site prepped and planted as soon as 
possible after harvest?

1. From a contractors point of view, the site is drier when the trees are first harvested because the 
trees have been sucking moisture from the soil for 12 to 28 years depending if it is bluegum or 
pine. This means less time spent getting bogged, the bane of a contractor’s life.

Someone 
should do an 
analysis on 
what it costs 
the industry 
for 
contractors to 
spend so 
much time 
getting 
machines out 
of bogs.
Every 
contractor 
has photos 
like this.

                                                           Bogged on the lock

2. From a plantation owners viewpoint the least downtime (Fallow) possible in production is 
important. When a tree is growing, be it a seedling or 10 year old tree, it is producing wood or fibre. 
Empty plantation sites waiting to be replanted are not producing, reducing the plantation owners 
potential profit. A fast plantation turnaround is quick way to improve overall profit.

3. From an environmental aspect, the empty(unplanted, fallow) plantation sites are not producing 
fresh green, fast growing leaves which are the leaves that absorb Co2.
Another analysis of how much each month of empty plantation sites is a lost benefit to the 
environment should be done. This sort of data would enhance Australia’s ‘green’ credentials. 

In summary, a fast turnaround of plantation establishment achieves:-
1. More efficient site prep.

2. More profit for the plantation owner.
3. Increased carbon dioxide absorption.

This fast turnaround can now be achieved using Davec Equipment to remove 
fresh harvest debris from the plow path. 

You don’t have to rely on chopper rolling to crush the debris so that it will break down.
Simply cut the fresh harvest debris with a Davec Coulter and then use a front mounted 
pinwheel Vee rake to clear a path for clean cultivation and 100% survival.  Doesn’t matter 
if it is on the stump line or in the interow, Davec Equipment will handle it.



This photo shows the result of using a coulter to open the debris followed by a Davec Vee 
rake to push the debris further out. To achieve this photo, the rear mounted plow was not 
engaged to show how the debris has been cleared away from the plow path.

As you can imagine, as seen in these photos, plowing a debris free plow path will give a 
mound of clean cultivated soil with no air pockets. 

This was a 400 tonne site, reasonably heavy. The debris is left to rot down in the interow 
where it will act as a mat to inhibit weed growth, help to retain moisture and eventually 
return some nutrients to the site on an even basis over the whole site.

The release action of the pinwheel moves the debris from close around the stump without 
moving soil. Providing the debris has been opened up and moved to leave a 600 mm gap 
the pinwheel mounted on the front of the plowing skidder/tractor/bulldozer can work at up 
to 8 km/hour, moving the debris outside the path of a four disc plow.

Vee Rake on the front
plow on the back.



We are about to release a skidder mounted coulter with two tynes to kick the debris out 
enough for the vee rake. This unit should also be able to work close to 8 km/hour.

This unit will work over the stump line or in the interow. Weighing 6 tonnes without water 
ballast, the 2400 mm diameter coulter cuts through the debris so that the stump jump 
tynes can turn the heads of the debris around and out, leaving a gap of 6-800 mm through 
the debris.

This MCC Coulter will do a one pass site prep in good friable soil sites where the forester 
feels it unnecessary to have complete full cultivation. 

For further information call

 David Heckendorf,   0408 731 706 or email david@davecequipment.com  

Also, on www.davecequipment.com  check out the plantation profit calculator where 
mechanical site prep costs are separated so that they can be manipulated as comparative 
inputs. 


